Aiming at the problems in the bearing-only tracking (BOT) of underwater weak target in the presence of interferers, such as discontinuity of tracking trajectory and target loss, a novel joint algorithm based on interference suppression (IS) and Kalman filter (ISKF) is proposed in this paper. In the proposed algorithm, in order to smooth the corrupted trajectory of weak target and improve the precision of tracking, a feedback structure which connects IS module and Kalman filter (KF) module is built. Furthermore, the feedback structure renders the measured results of bearing trajectory shareable mutually between IS module and KF module in real-time. In ISKF joint algorithm, IS module is employed as a preprocessing module to eliminate the power of interferers, and KF module is employed as tracker to obtain the bearing trajectory of weak target. In the initial step, the coarse target bearing and interference bearing are estimated using the conventional beamforming (CBF) method. In the updated step, the precise BOT trajectory of weak target is jointly updated using IS and KF. Moreover, when the target intersects with the interference, the ISKF joint algorithm can still track the weak target effectively with the aid of prediction model of KF. Finally, the sea trial results show that the proposed algorithm can achieve more accurate and robust real-time tracking than KF only, which benefits from the feedback between the IS module and the KF module.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tracking a weak target of interest (TOI) under the circumstance of many other strong targets is a valuable research in the field of passive sonar. Because the strong targets often interfere with detection and estimation of the TOI [1] , [2] , they are commonly referred to as interferers [3] , and the radiated noises created by strong targets are referred to as interference accordingly. Oftentimes, for the majority of passive sonar, the basic parameter that can be provided is the bearing measurement of likely targets, which means the bearing-only tracking (BOT) [4] - [6] is its generally working mode. This kind of one-dimensional working mode makes the task of weak target tracking become more challenging [7] . In this context, the bearing trajectory of the weak target measured by passive sonar has some inevitable shortcomings, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Mohammad Zia Ur Rahman. such as discontinuity, low tracking accuracy and large error [8] . So, in order to acquire a good tracking trajectory, it is extremely necessary to suppress interference when tracking a weak TOI.
Actually, interference has been treated differently in different tracking issues which include the multi-target tracking (MTT) and weak single-target tracking. Separately speaking, for MTT tracking, when one of the TOI is tracked, any other TOIs and uninterested targets are all regarded as interferers. These mutual interferences between TOIs are solved mainly by using three methods, namely probabilistic data association (PDA), multiple hypothesis testing (MHT) and track-before-detect (TBD) [9] - [11] . For weak single-target tracking, a Bayesian approach was presented by Yocom [3] . It marginalizes the joint likelihood function (LF) for all signals to suppress interference, and simultaneously produce a single-signal LF that corresponds to the TOI direction of arrival (DOA). Different from these methods, this paper starts VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ from the perspective of algorithm combination that solves the BOT problem through integrating the IS technology into the traditional KF tracker. The KF, a special case of the more general Bayesian filter, is a simplified tracking filter based on many assumptions which are introduced in [12] . It can sometimes lead to simple but effective solutions. In this result, the KF tracker is extensively employed in tracking and navigation [13] - [16] . Attracted by the aforementioned advantages, many tracking approaches based on KF have been widely investigated and successfully applied in tracking [17] - [25] . For example, an improved KF was designed for three-dimensional radar tracking, which overcame the poor convergence and erratic filter behavior in highly nonlinear situations [18] . An adaptive unscented Kalman filter (UKF) was proposed by Marron et al. [26] for tracking sudden changes in stiffness. Nevertheless, the inherent defects of KF are also made apparent that the KF tracker is not able to handle the nonlinear mapping from the TOI's state space to the measurement space. Therefore, the BOT for weak TOI cannot be well accomplished by using only the traditional KF tracker in the presence of interferers. Moreover, the defects of KF will be more obvious when there is an overlap of bearing between the interferers and the weak TOI.
In this paper, an interference suppression and Kalman filter (ISKF) joint algorithm is proposed. To effectively realize the BOT of a single-target with high maneuverability in the presence of interferers, a closed-loop feedback structure which connects IS module and KF module is built as an information bridge. With the aid of this structure, the deep integration of IS algorithm and KF tracker can be realized ideally. Compared to the traditional KF tracker, the bearing trajectory generated by this algorithm can not only fix the problem of discontinuity but also exhibit a higher tracking accuracy. Furthermore, this novel algorithm is able to efficiently eliminate the ill effects of interferers and achieve the robust real-time tracking of passive sonar, which may be a challenge for the traditional KF tracker. Most importantly, the ISKF joint algorithm makes two contributions as follows towards addressing the inherent limitations of IS algorithm and traditional KF tracker [27] - [35] .
A. THE SUPPRESSION PROBLEM FOR INTERFERERS OF HIGH MANEUVERABILITY
since the TOI and interferers are mobile in practical application, their bearings are also time variant. Therefore, how to improve the effectiveness of the IS for interferers with high maneuverability is always the key issue in IS field. Some existing methods solve this problem by broadening the nulling bearing range [36] - [39] , which can cover the bearings of interferers. Supposing that the bearing range is misestimated, the performance of these IS methods will decreased seriously. In this paper, a closed-loop feedback structure is designed. By returning the bearing result of KF tracker into IS in real time, we show that the bearings of interferers can be determined in every updated step, thus the effectiveness of the IS for interferers with high maneuverability can be guaranteed in a simpler and cheaper way.
B. THE EFFECTIVE BOT IN COMPLEX CONDITIONS
the traditional KF tracker can realize the BOT by using maximum tracking method only when the simplified assumptions are satisfied. To enhance the robustness of KF tracker, the IS technology is merged into KF tracker to eliminate the high power of interferers before tracking TOI in every updated step. More importantly, the KF's time update (also known as a prediction step) which performed to project forward in time, can be employed when TOI is crossed with interferers in bearing. By doing so, the ISKF joint algorithm proposed in this paper can still tracking TOI effectively and robustly even in such complex condition.
The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows. In the Section II, the IS module based on eigenanalysis-based adaptive interference suppression (EAAIS) proposed by Ren [27] and the BOT module based on KF are built firstly, and the following ISKF joint algorithm is first presented, too. The Section III shows the sea trial results of applying the proposed algorithm for weak target tracking under two conditions, namely uncrossed and crossed conditions. Performance analysis of ISKF is given in the Section IV. Finally, we end in the Section V with conclusions.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A horizontal linear array (HLA) is illustrated here, which consists of M elements with detection frequency from f L to f H , and all elements are non-directional scalar hydrophones. The element space interval d is the half wavelength of the signal corresponding to the highest detection frequency f H , and the first element is set as the reference, as shown in Figure 1 . Assuming that there are P signals sources, and their corresponding broadband signals s 1 (t), . . . , s p (t) are incident from different directions θ = [θ 1 , . . . , θ p ] T in the far field, where s 1 (t) is set as the TOI signal, and s p (t) for p = 2, . . . , P are set as the interference signals. The pressure field measured by the mth element can be expressed as
where n m (t) denotes the additive Gauss noise (AGN) with a variance of σ 2 , c denotes the speed of underwater propagation of acoustic signal, T denotes the transpose of a vector or a matrix. Equation (1) can also be expressed in frequency domain through Fourier transform as
where S p (f ) is the pth source signal at frequency f , and N m (f ) is the noise at frequency f received by the mth element. For broadband signals, we usually divide them into several narrowband signals whose central frequency is f k for k = 1, . . . , K , and then the narrowband signals are processed in turn. The final result is obtained by summing up all the narrowband results. The array received signal matrix at frequency f k can be expressed as
where S S S(f k ) and N N N (f k ) denote the source signals matrix and the AGN matrix received by array at frequency f k , respectively. A A A(f k , θ θ θ) ∈ C M ×P denotes the transfer function between the P source signals and the M array elements, and it consists of P steering vectors a a a(f k , θ p θ p θ p ) corresponding to different incident angles.
Underwater interferers not only mask the weak target signal which further results in a decrease in the accuracy of DOA estimation, but also affects the effect of underwater target BOT. Therefore, underwater IS is one of most important part in ocean exploration. The robustness and other merits of EAAIS have been introduced in [27] , and it will be employed in the IS module as the core algorithm.
In this paper, it is assumed that there is only one TOI. The derivation for multiple TOIs is relatively straightforward and thus omitted. The TOI signal is s 1 (t) and its bearing is θ 1 . Similarly, the interference signals are s p (t) for p = 2, . . . , P, and the corresponding bearings are θ p . The received data measured by the mth element at the hth snapshot and frequency f k can be expressed as
where S h p (f k ) denotes the power of the pth source signal, and N h m (f k ) denotes the AGN's power measured by the mth element. For ease of writing, the received data matrix measured by HLA at the hth snapshot and frequency f k can be expressed as
and
The covariance matrix R R R XX of the received data is estimated with H snapshots data matrix, and can be expressed as
where H denotes the conjugate transpose of a vector or a matrix.
The eigen-decomposition of covariance matrix R R R XX at frequency f k is given by
where λ m (f k ) and v v v m (f k ) denote the mth eigenvalue and eigenvector of R R R XX (f k ), respectively. Then, according to the principle of conventional beamforming (CBF), the spatial power spectrum of v v v m (f k ) can be expressed as [40] 
the array steering vector at bearing θ and frequency f k .
Combined with the physical significance of CBF, the spatial power spectrum P P P m CBF (f k , θ) can be interpreted as the contribution of the source at bearing θ to the eigen-component associated with v v v m (f k ). In other words, the contribution of the source signal impinging from bearing θ to the array response can be intuitively reflected by Equation (10). Hence Equation (10) is the core for constructing appropriate judgement criterion and decision threshold. Besides, the eigenvectors dominated by the interferers can be separated from R R R XX with the aid of judgement criterion and decision threshold.
The accurate TOI bearing is unnecessary in this IS algorithm. Instead, the bearing sector TOI = [θ 1 − θ, θ 1 + θ] which includes the TOI bearing θ 1 is only required as prior knowledge. So far, the confidence interval of the weak target's bearing θ 1 cannot be given an analytic expression. It is mainly estimated by our experience. But, the requirement of knowing TOI is much less restrictive [27] than that of the TOI bearing in [40] and [41] . Actually, the foremost consideration for the selection of confidence interval TOI is that the confidence interval cannot contain the interferers. In addition, the higher the resolution of the detection array, the smaller θ could be. The resolution of the array is determined by the elements number. Therefore, θ is also determined by array's elements number.
The judgment criterion is given as
where PR m denotes the mth eigenvector's maximum beamforming output ratio of TOI bearing
. θ T is the search bearing which is steered in TOI , and the search step is 1 • . The value of PR m and its corresponding physical significance are discussed separately as follows:
1. If PR m < 1, the source bearing corresponding to the peak response of PR m is not in TOI . Then we can determine that the eigenvector is dominated by the interferers or noise, and the mth eigenvector is separated into U U U I (f k ), where U U U I (f k ) denotes the set of eigenvectors not dominated by the TOI.
2. If PR m = 1, the source bearing corresponding to the peak response of PR m is in TOI . Then we can determine that the mth eigenvector is dominated by TOI, and the mth eigenvector is separated into U U U T (f k ), where U U U T (f k ) denotes the set of eigenvectors not dominated by the interferers or noise.
Then we have
Thus, the decision threshold can be simply set as 1 for the subspace identification in practical applications. Then, U U U I (f k ) can be obtained easily by Equation (12), and it will be removed from R R R XX (f k ) with the help of orthogonal projection theorem. Subsequently, the new covariance matrix R R R XX (f k ) dominated by TOI can be expressed as
to estimate the TOI bearing, and the new spatial power spectrum is given by
where P P P CBF (θ) is the new spatial power spectrum after the interference is suppressed. The simulation results in reference [27] have shown that the estimated TOI bearing after IS is more accurate than the one before IS. In fact, besides CBF, some other DOA estimation algorithms may be suitable in the IS module, such as multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm or MVDR. But different algorithms have different effects regarding to beam width and output SNR, etc. It is suggested that the appropriate one should be chosen according to the requirement of practical application. In this paper, the interference suppression method is combined with CBF, which is well known for its high robustness and low computing cost, to illustrate the result of the proposed algorithm.
B. BEARING-ONLY TRACKING MODEL BASED ON KALMAN FILTER
Considering of the motion state of underwater targets on most occasions, a nearly constant velocity BOT model based on KF is established.
The motion state of a target is described using bearing θ(t 1 ), bearing accelerationθ(t 1 ) and the second derivative of bearingθ(t 1 ) . At each observation moment t i = i t, for i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., the discrete-time motion state of a target can be expressed as
where 
Then the measurement equation can be described as
where E E E(t i ) = [e(t i )ė(t i )ë(t i )] T denotes the measured vector of target, and e(t i ),ė(t i ) ,ë(t i ) denote the measured bearing, measured bearing acceleration and the second derivative of measured bearing, respectively, b(t i ) denotes the measurement noise with corresponding covariance matrix R R R. Both w(t i ) and b(t i ) are zero-mean white Gaussian noise. (17) is measurement matrix and it can be expressed as
B B B in Equation
The followings show the KF process of time update and measurement update. Time update:
Measurement update:
where Kg denotes the Kalman gain, and P P P(t i+1 |t i ) denotes the covariance of (t i+1 |t i ) . Given the initial condition Q Q Q and R R R, the Kalman filtering procedure can be recursively implemented.
In more complex situations, such as nonlinear system equation or measurement equation, we may employ the extend Kalman filter (EKF) and particle filter (PF) instead of KF to get better bearing tracking results.
C. ISKF JOINT ALGORITHM FOR BEARING-ONLY WEAK TARGET ROBUST TRACKING
The high robustness of IS and the practicability of KF are urgently demanded by practical applications. For both IS and KF, the ISKF joint algorithm serves as an improvement and supplement for their respective function. Specifically, the ISKF joint algorithm can update TOI of IS algorithm in real time, and can eliminate most of the influence from interferers on KF tracking. In addition, the prediction function of KF plays an important role when TOI overlaps with interference by replacing estimated bearing with predicted bearing. The superior performance of ISKF on IS and tracking benefits from the deep integration of IS module and KF module. To be specific, the mutual sharing of information between the IS module and the KF module is accomplished by a closed-loop feedback structure. The framework of ISKF joint algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 , and algorithm steps are illustrated as follows:
Step 1: Initialization. Set i = 0, and TOI , Q Q Q and R R R are initialized respectively based on real condition, such as TOI bearing, interference bearing and background noise, etc.
Step 2: Signal measurement. The sound pressure, which contains TOI, interference and noise, are measured by HLA.
Step 3: Interference suppression. The eigenvectors corresponding to interference are separated from R R R XX (f k ), and then R R R XX (f k ) is obtained to estimate TOI bearing.
Step 4: TOI tracking. According to the relative bearing between TOI and interference, which is defined as = |θ 1 − θ p |, whether trajectory are crossed can be determined. The mathematical judgment is expressed as follows > ε ⇒ trajectory s uncrossed ≤ ε ⇒ trajectory s crossed (24) where ε is related to the element number of HLA. If trajectory are uncrossed, KF estimated bearing is saved for TOI tracking. If trajectory are crossed, KF predictive bearing is saved for TOI tracking.
Step 5: Update system parameters. Q Q Q and R R R are updated, and TOI is also updated due to the changes of θ 1 and θ .
Step 6: Termination judgment. If i < Num, i = i + 1 and back to step 2; If i ≥ Num, the program terminates and new TOI trajectory are displayed.
Step 7: End.
III. RESULTS
In this section, the performance of ISKF joint algorithm in weak target tracking is verified by processing real sea trial data. An acoustic measurement experiment based on shorebased fixed-array was conducted by the Institute of Meteorology and Oceanography of NUDT in the South China Sea in January 2017, and the sea trial data was collected accordingly. A horizontal linear array with 32 elements spaced with an interval of about 6.25 m was deployed on the seabed, and the array placement depth was 39 m. The frequency of interest was 35∼125 Hz, the sampling frequency was 16 kHz, the sound speed was 1500 m/s, the search bearing was steered in 0 ∼ 180 • , and the search step was 1 • . In the experimental site, two ships were moving at approximately constant velocity, which were labeled as ship A and ship B. The speeds of the two ships were 2 kn and 12 kn, respectively, and ship A was considered as the TOI and ship B as the interference source according their corresponding power. The general view of the sea trial is shown in Fig. 3 . The bearing-time distributions lasting for about 530 s were estimated using the CBF and the results are illustrated in Fig. 4 . As can be seen from the figure, ship A and ship B can be observed distinctly. In order to fully test the performance of the ISKF joint algorithm, the data was divided into two segments and processed separately. In the first segment of data, there was no overlap between ship A and ship B. On the contrary, there was overlap between ship A and ship B in the second segment of data. In the following two subsections, the two segments of data were used to test the performance of the proposed algorithm under different conditions. 
A. THE TRACKING PERFORMANCE OF THE ISKF JOINT ALGORITHM UNDER UNCROSSED CONDITION
This subsection demonstrates the tracking performance of the ISKF joint algorithm for TOI under the influence of interferers from different bearings. Firstly, the first segment of data was used for processing.
The bearing-time distributions estimated using the CBF-KF and ISKF are illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) , respectively. As shown in the figure, the estimated bearing trajectory of the TOI is marked with white dotted lines. The bearing is relative to the end-fire. The initial bearing of ship A and ship B were set as 60 • and 82 • , and θ as 5 • . The relative bearing between ship A and ship B gradually increased over time. Due to the influence of interferers, the complexity of the underwater acoustic environment and the influence of the platform self-noise, the bearing-time distributions of the TOI often present an uncertain interruption. So, the bearing trajectory shown in Fig. 5(a) shows many obvious discontinuities and abnormal large deviations. However, the bearingtime distributions of TOI in Fig. 5(b) are much clearer than those in Fig. 5(a) obtained by the IS module. Moreover, Fig. 5(b) shows a much smoother estimated bearing trajectory as compared to that in Fig. 5(a) . Therefore, the improvement of the ISKF joint algorithm has been verified by comparing the results in Fig. 5 .
In addition, although background noise is increased with the increment of the TOI's peak power in Fig. 5(b) , the increased background noise did not affect the tracking of TOI. Actually, the real power of TOI and background noise was not increased but decreased. The difference between Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) results from that the calculation method is normalized. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is In this paper, the principle of tracking algorithm is to find the bearing corresponding to maximum peak. Both CBF-KF and ISKF use the CBF method to estimate the bearing-time distribution. If TOI and interferers are in the main beam at the same time, CBF fails to distinguish them. Thus, the CBF-KF will fail to estimate the TOI bearing trajectory when TOI and interferers are crossed in the bearing trajectory. In this instance, the prediction of KF is used to keep the result free from the influence of interferers. For ISKF and TOI initial in the first frame, θ was set as 5 • and ε as 5 • . The bearing-time distributions estimated using the CBF, CBF-KF and ISKF are illustrated in Fig. 6(a According to the definition of crossed condition in the ISKF joint algorithm, the second segment of data was divided into 3 parts, i.e. the first uncrossed subsegment (0-123 s), the crossed subsegment (124-186 s) and the second uncrossed subsegment (187-300 s). The bounds are marked with short dashed lines in Fig. 6(a) . At the beginning, the estimation function of the KF module was used for tracking TOI till the ending of the first uncrossed subsegment. The crossed state lasted for 62 s, and the prediction function of the KF module was used during this period. After that, the estimation function of the KF module was reused for tracking TOI at the beginning of the second uncrossed subsegment. Fig. 6(b) shows that the estimated bearing trajectory of TOI diverged the real bearing trajectory and tracked interferers forever once entering the crossed subsegment. On the contrary, the bearing trajectory generated by the ISKF joint algorithm still coincided with real one as shown in Fig. 6(c) . Although the robustness of the ISKF joint algorithm is appreciable, there is a need to analyze the deeper cause. In the IS module, TOI bearing can be determined as long as it is in TOI . Since the IS module has certain fault tolerance, it can correct the TOI bearing in real time even though there is a slight deviation on the predicted bearing trajectory in the KF module. Thus, the real-time feedback structure has shown its significant role in bearing trajectory correction.
IV. DISCUSSION
In the previous section, the effectiveness of the ISKF joint algorithm under two conditions has been successively verified using two segments of data. In order to ensure the rigor of the conclusion, the performance of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated by statistical method in this section.
Firstly, signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is calculated by
where p(θ A ) and p(θ B ) are the corresponding spatial output power of ship A and ship B, respectively. The suppression effect of the IS module is weighed with SIR, and SIR can be expressed as
where SIR 1 and SIR 2 denote the SIR before and after the ISKF joint algorithm, respectively. The larger SIR is, the better the effect of the IS module is, and vice versa. SIR = 0 represents that there is no effect in the IS module. The SIR-time distributions under uncrossed condition and crossed condition are illustrated in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) , respectively, where the red line and blue line represent the effect produced by CBF-KF and ISKF, respectively. The red and blue lines indicate that the ISKF joint algorithm has significant effect on suppressing the interference. SIR is kept at about 15 dB, as shown in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) except in the first uncrossed subsegment. Furthmore, comparing Fig. 7 with Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , it is obviously observed that SIR became slowly larger as TOI bearing trajectory gradually got far away from interferers. The contribution of interferers spreads all over the search bearing, and it is inversely proportional to the interval between interference bearing and estimated bearing. So, SIR is unfixed, and it is controlled by SIR and the bearing interval between TOI bearing and interference bearing. TOI and interferers are regarded as coincident in the crossed subsegment, the red and blue lines are overlapped entirely in Fig. 7(b) .
The real trajectory of TOI was measured by GPS, and the bearing trajectory was calculated using the GPS data of HLA and TOI. As for the GPS bearing trajectory, it is regarded as real bearing trajectory . Then, the bearing trajectory generated in Fig. 5(a) , Fig. 5(b) , Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6 (c) are redrawn in Fig. 8 , where the purple dashed line, red line and blue line denote the bearing trajectory produced by GPS, CBF-KF and ISKF, respectively. The bearing trajectory of ISKF is closer to the real bearing trajectory than that of CBF-KF. The error of bearing trajectory is shown in Fig. 9 (a) and Fig. 9(b) . In order to more intuitively reflect the tracking effect of ISKF, the root mean square error (RMSE) of the bearing trajectory is defined as
where I is the number of bearing trajectory, θ andθ denote the GPS bearing and estimated bearing, respectively. The RMSE of TOI bearing trajectory error is shown in Table 1 . In order to explain the real-time performance of the ISKF joint algorithm, its complexity is roughly calculated, which is O((M + 3)(Num × N f )), where M , Num and N f represent number of elements, number of estimated target bearings and the number of frequency points of interest, respectively.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an ISKF joint algorithm based on interference suppression and Kalman filter for weak target tracking of HLA. Specifically, a feedback structure is developed for achieving the robust and real-time BOT. The IS algorithm is combined with the BOT based traditional Kalman filter, to achieve the deep integration of IS module and KF module. And there are two main modules in ISKF joint algorithm, namely the IS module and KF module. In the IS module, the eigenvectors corresponding to interference are removed for reducing the impacts of interference. In the KF module, two processing flows are used for uncrossed and crossed conditions. Subsequently, the sea trail results demonstrate the significant improvement in the performance of the proposed algorithm in BOT. The comparison results further illustrate that the proposed ISKF joint algorithm is more appropriate than traditional KF for bearing-only tracking.
Theoretically, once the initial bearings of TOIs and number of TOIs are known, the ISKF joint algorithm can also achieve multi-target tracking with the aid of multi-target state parallel processing mode. In the future work, the improved ISKF algorithm for multitarget tracking will be provided.
